
SPIRAL TREE 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL-OUTDOOR 

 

1.ASSEMBLY 

A. Gently lift the unit parts from the packaging.  

B. Reference the parts list at right to identify the parts required throughout the assembly steps shown 

 below. 

Step 1  

Push stake (A) firmly into the ground until where you wish to set up your tree, ensuring the 

bottom horizontal bars are resting on the ground.  Insert tubes (C and D) into the top of the stake. 

Step 2  

Secure base stake into the ground using provided ground stakes (E), hook the top of the ground 

stake over the horizontal bars and push down all the way into the ground.  

Step 3 

Place the spiral light string with top star (F) on the top of the assembly tree stand. Ensure center 

tube (D) passes through  the middle of the spiral cross section (G). 

Step 4 

Slowly pull the spiral (I) downward toward the ground, allowing the spirals to loosen and cover 

the tree stand. 

Step 5 

Gently pull branches up and down as needed to get branches evenly spaced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. OPERATION  

 

             ADAPTOR              REMOTE CONTROL  

A. Plug the adapter into a nearby working outlet. 

B. Use Control Button on ADAPTOR or on REMOTE CONTROL to control light  

C. FUNCTION CHECK: 

(1) To set and reset Timer: press button on ADAPTOR for 3 seconds or press “TIMER” button on the REMOTE CONTROL , Green light “ON 

“ on the ADAPTOR means timer is ON (6H ON / 18H OFF”)  

(2) Mode change check: Press button on ADAPTOR or press button “ 1” to “ 8” on the REMOTE CONTROL to change between 8 different 

modes. 

(3) Dimming options: press “DIM +” or “DIM – “ button on the REMOTE CONTROL to change the brightness of the light.  

(4) To deactive simply unplug the adapter or press “OFF” button on the REMOTE CONTROL.  

3. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND WARNINGS. 

- Do not connect to the mains while the lighting chain is inside the packing . 

- the lamps and wire cannot be replaced, if the mains plug, the supply wire , or other on the lighting chain is damaged, the lighting chain must 

not be used and must be discarded! 

- Warning- This lighting chain must not be used without all gaskets being in when the item is for outdoor use.  

- Warning- Risk of Electric Shock. Read Warning instruction on the ADAPTOR.  

- CAUTION: Grasp the plug to insert or remove from the power source. Do not unplug by pulling on cord. 

4. CARE INSTRUCTIONS 

A. Before using or reusing . inspect product carefully. Discard any products that have cracks in enclosure or exposed wire.  

B. When storing the product. Carefully remove from the current location to avoid any undue strain or stress on the conductors. 

Connections and wires.  

C. When not in use , store neatly in a cool, dry location protected from sunlight and heat. 


